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We’ve all been there: staring at the ceiling in the dark as precious sleep time trickles by, 
watching the clock helplessly as it gets closer and closer to the time you set for your wake-up 
alarm. Who knew sleeping could take this much effort? 
 
Forty-five percent of Americans apparently know the struggle all to well, according to the 
National Sleep Foundation. In addition, 20 percent of those surveyed by the foundation have 
reported waking up exhausted and unrefreshed in the past seven days of being interviewed. 
Even worse, lack of sleep correlated with issues elsewhere, with more than half of poor 
sleepers reporting health problems.  
 
Here are some saavy tips to be on the way to sweet dreaming: 
 
Establish a sleep schedule. This means setting an alarm not only for waking up, but for 
bedtime, too. Try the Sleep Timer app, which calculates the best bedtime according to your 
lifestyle, and uses sleep cycle science to set alarms for the best rest possible. 
 
The average person takes about 14 minutes to fully be asleep, in which those minutes are 
critical for snooze success. Sleep.org suggests taking certain steps into relaxation such as 
writing a list of to-do’s, if tomorrow’s tasks are occupying your mind. Try some breathing 
techniques to push away the day’s angst and body tenseness with apps like Breathe2Relax that 
walk users through different breathing exercises. 
 
Keep your sleep space clean and calming. That means cleaning off cluttered night stands and 
keeping laundry from piling up on the floor. Often when seeing a dirty or messy space, it 
reminds the sleeper of undone tasks and causes angst- the enemy of rest. If 10-20 minutes a 
night are needed to pick up garbage and organize the bedroom, it’s well worth the peace of 
mind. Wiping down surfaces and vacuuming are just as important for a good night’s rest, 
especially for those who have allergies or respiratory issues.  
 
Use your all of your senses to their fullest relaxation potential. Use your eyes, ears and nose 
to your advantage. At night, activate a scent diffuser or lightly spray essential oils with sleep-
inducing scents like lavender, jasmine and vanilla on the pillow and sheets. A dark room can 
make one hyper-aware of noises as well. Try drowning out potential noise disruptions with a 
light fan or an app that supplies endless loops of calming noises like thunderstorms and ocean 
waves such as Relax Melodies: Sleep Sounds. Another big helper that often goes overlooked is 
temperature. According to Sleep.org, the perfect temps for the perfect snooze are 60- 67 
degrees Fahrenheit, so adjust the thermostat accordingly. 
 
Stave off the need to scroll during bedtime. Though it’s tempting to browse Facebook or watch 
YouTube before bed or during one of those painful “I can’t get back to sleep” moments, it won’t 
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do you any favors according to the National Sleep Foundation. It merely activates the mind to 
wake up, even when on low-light mode, so drop your electronics at least 30 minutes before 
expecting to be in sleep mode. Try alternatives like reading a printed book or magazine under 
low lamp light, which doesn’t give off the blue “wake-up” light of electronics. Have a pet? 
Petting and cuddling the cat or dog before sleep is not only is a calming activity, but also will 
help your animal pal relax, too. Some also find journaling and meditation to be helpful routines 
to combat restlessness before sleep.  
 
Snack smart, above all. It’s no secret that simple carbs like sugary treats or fatty foods will 
disrupt rest. Instead of going to bed with an empty stomach, a sleep disruption of its own, have 
a handful of almonds and walnuts, or make a warm bowl of oatmeal. For those who aren’t fans 
of the traditional warm milk trick, caffeine-free tea with chamomile or peppermint are perfect 
drinks to relax under the covers with.  
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